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Trump told a British television
host on Sunday that the people
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of Venezuela were being taken
advantage of by their socialist
government, demonstrating a
softer tone toward a nation he

has accused of being a
"corrupt" and "failed" state. In
an interview with the Sky News
host, he also spoke about the
"very dangerous" situation in
the Middle East, hinted at his

support for Russia and
welcomed a political reform in
Turkey. "Look, there’s a lot of

suffering going on," Trump said
in a rare interview with a
British broadcaster, "and

people are suffering, and it’s a
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real problem.” He said Maduro
had lost his legitimacy and that

the country would be fine "if
they get together and it's a

peaceful, you know, transition
of power." But he also seemed
to take a supportive stance on

President Nicolas Maduro of
Venezuela, who was on the
other side of the camera,

saying: “I don’t know anything
about politics in Venezuela, I
know nothing about it. But I

know this, it’s a very, very bad
deal for the people of that

country and for the people of
Venezuela.” Trump, who has
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not been shy about criticizing
the Venezuelan government,
met with officials from that
country on Saturday at the
World Economic Forum in

Davos, Switzerland. The Trump
administration has taken a

hard line against Venezuelan
officials, accusing Maduro of
being a puppet of Iran and

China. On Sunday, however,
Trump said, “I think they’re a

very corrupt country and I
think the people are being

very, very mistreated." He said
the people of Venezuela were
"suffering terribly" under the
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leadership of Maduro and that
he could tell from talking to

Venezuelan officials that they
were desperate to find a way
out of their political crisis. “I

think they are being absolutely
destroyed," Trump said. "They
are being hurt very badly by
what is happening." At the

same time, he acknowledged
0cc13bf012
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